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The Bulletin
President’s Message
I am delighted to see so many of you have responded to Dr. Keith
Haartman's call for contribuons for this latest issue of our Bullen. For the
future, I hope people will, even without invitaon, send items to Dr.
Haartman on an ongoing basis to be considered for future Bullens. So
many people are involved in so many interesng endeavours, thoughts, and
events, but o!en we may not hear of them. The Bullen provides an excellent opportunity to get the word out. This disseminaon will no doubt smulate many interesng conversaons and acvies, perhaps including further contribuons to our Bullen.
O!en people say in casual conversaon that they just read a wonderful
book or arcle. They have no trouble sharing in two minutes what they
liked so much about what they read. Such micro recommendaons/reviews
would be quite interesng to share in the Bullen. They could conceivably
only take about ten minutes to compose. Somemes people do not have
me to read full scholarly review of books, but would welcome such a paragraph lauding some publicaon, perhaps containing a nugget of wisdom
from the work.
Other people may have been intensely smulated by something they heard
at a conference or scienﬁc meeng. Such ideas would also be worth sharing. Again, this could be in very brief format, not requiring the somemes
daunng prospect of penning a lengthy cogitaon.
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One place to go for those seeking intellectual and clinical smulaon would
be our upcoming conference on Passion. Cosponsored with our colleagues
from New York University, the William Alanson White Instute, Adelphi University, and a psychoanalyc instute in Florence, Italy, this latest Joint Internaonal Conference will take place in Florence from July 4-6, 2014. The
program and registraon materials will be coming to you shortly. These
symposia have always been marvelous and this summer's will surely connue that ﬁne tradion. I hope to see many of you there.
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Happy reading and best wishes.
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Neuropsychoanalysis and Clinical Process:
Expanding on the clinical work of Alan Shore
Dr Sco Bishop, Faculty and Supervisor, Toronto Instute for Contemporary Psychoanalysis
and the and the Instute for the Advancement of Self Psychology

In this paper, I want to introduce you to the pioneering work of Alan Shore and expand on his important integra ons to discuss how aﬀec ve neuroscience can inform our understanding of some aspects of clinical process. The following represents some of my own integra ons of his work into my
evolving understanding of some of the dimensions of how psychoanalysis and psychodynamic therapy “works.”
Alan Shore is a neuroscien st as well as a psychoanalyst. His en re body of academic wri ng concerns the ways in which advances in the neurosciences can help us to reﬁne and enrich our thinking
about psychological func oning and clinical disorders and their treatment. He believes, as Freud originally outlined in his seminal paper Project for a Scienﬁc Psychology (Freud, 1966) that psychoanaly c observa ons and theory should strive to incorporate and be in line with our understanding
about how the brain develops and operates and that the me is now right for a rapprochement between psychoanalysis and neuroscience.

In reading Shore’s work, it is clear that he views Kohut as a revoluonary ﬁgure who was largely
responsible for a paradigm shi in psychoanalyc focus away from le brain to right brain
psychobiological processes.
Shore is not a fan of theore cal pluralism that is in fashion within psychoanalysis today. Rather, he
believes that cross discipline fer liza on will allow us to select which of our theories on human development and clinical process are most valid and thus of most value to psychoanaly c theory and technique. Collec vely, the en re body of Shore’s work is an a'empt to develop a uniﬁed theore cal
model for psychoanalysis, one that is generally an expansion on psychoanaly c self-psychology and its
contemporary revisions, and one that incorporates cross-discipline research from developmental neuroscience, a'achment theory, and the ﬁeld of trauma and dissocia on. In reading Shore’s work, it is
clear that he views Kohut as a revolu onary ﬁgure who was largely responsible for a paradigm shi, in
psychoanaly c focus away from le, brain to right brain psychobiological processes.
While Freud and his adherents were always concerned with aﬀect, the conceptualiza ons of clinical
process that came out of classical psychoanalysis have been primarily models of a cogni ve dominance, with advances in theory mainly involved in a'empts to construct more eﬃcient interpreta ons
in order to more eﬀec vely make unconscious content conscious to the pa ent. This emphasis on
verbal content and insight as the major change mechanism involves improving the analy c processing
of the pa ent’s, as well as the analyst’s, le, hemisphere.
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An important aspect of this paradigm shi, conceptualizes therapeu c ac on, not in terms of making the unconscious conscious, but rather as a process of restructuring the unconscious itself.
In one of Shore’s most important paper’s (Shore, 2003a), he lays out his re-interpreta on of Kohut’s developmental construct of the “selfobject” as a dyadic process of psychobiological regulaon involving primarily right brain development and processes. The central principle of Kohut’s
concept of the selfobject is that self-selfobject experiences allow the infant to develop the capacies to perform for him or herself the drive-regula ng, integra ng and adap ve func ons that had
previously been performed by his or her parent. Shore argues that Kohut’s ideas about the homeosta c func on of the maternal object and the developmental process of structuraliza on clearly
direct Kohut’s theory not to a psychology of the self – but a biopsychology of the self.
He says that when psychoanalysis disregards the body in its theorizing it commits what Antonio
Damasio (Damasio, 1994) calls “Descartes error” – conceptualizing the mind as a separate en ty
from the body. He explains that contemporary psychoanalysis has tended to focus on mind and
ignore the body such that much of psychoanaly c study of the subjec ve world of the infant has
focused almost exclusively on the child’s emerging mental representa ons as the building blocks
of inner experience while ignoring the child’s body, with its pleasures and struggles. Thus Shore is
trying to bring the idea of the infant’s biologically based drives back into the centre of psychoanalysis – an idea that of course began with Freud – but which now be understood more broadly as
embodied aﬀecve experiences.
Shore reinterprets Kohut’s selfobject construct as a right brain to right brain dyadic communicaon and regulatory process between child and mother, and by extension, between pa ent and
analyst. It is this cri cal psychobiological role within the mother-infant and pa ent-therapist dyads that fosters the development of a secure a'achment bond. One of the more important clinical implica ons of this is that pa ents develop a bond with their analyst based primarily on the
analyst’s sensi ve responsiveness to his or her pa ent’s aﬀec ve states and communica ons. We
know from psychotherapy studies that this bond – o,en referred to as the “therapeu c alliance”is the single best predictor of treatment success. We also know that the development of this bond
is itself a posi ve therapeu c outcome and muta ve factor in itself as well as a necessary prerequisite to a lot of “deeper” psychoanaly c work.
This secure a'achment bond of psychobiological a'unement and synchrony expands the infant’s
and pa ent’s, regulatory and organiza on capaci es. The sensi vity of the parent or analyst is deﬁned largely as the ability to receive and express nonverbal, unconscious aﬀec ve communicaons, right brain ac vi es, involving especially the role of the right orbital frontal cortex. How exactly does this occur? Elsewhere, Shore refers to this process of the mother psychobiologically
a'uning her right hemisphere to the output of the infant’s right hemisphere, in order to receive
and resonate with ﬂuctua ons in her infant’s internal state, as adapve projecve idenﬁcaon
(see Shore 2003b).
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Shore posits that the psychobiologically a'uned mother constructs internalized somatosensory
representa ons of the child’s internal state from visually presented facial expressions and vocal
cues of the infant. I want to take a moment and expand on this idea by talking about the discovery
of mirror neurons and their roll in aﬀec ve communica on processes (Gallese et al., 2007; Gallese,
2009).
Mirror neurons are premotor neurons that ﬁre both when an ac on is executed and when it is observed by someone else. So for example, the same motor neuron that ﬁres when a child grabs a
toy is also ac vated when that same child observes another child grab a toy. Mirror neurons are
found in both the motor systems of the brain as well as in the somatosensory systems of the brain.
We now know that there is an extensive Mirror Neuron System in the brain of all primates, including humans. This system in humans is somatotopically organized such that the same brain regions
are ac vated in both the observer as in the person being observed. In other words, the brain of
the observer ac vates in such a manner as if that person were performing the same ac on.
We now know that the Mirror Neuron System in humans has extensive connec ons to the frontal
cortex, especially the right orbito-frontal cortex. We also know that the Mirror Neuron System is
ac vated in observing and receiving the emo onal communica ons of others. For example, when
we observe the facial display of disgust, and we are emo onally a'uned to that disgust, the same
motor, sensory and limbic circuits are ac vated as in the person who is expressing disgust. It is
now thought that the Mirror Neuron System, which has a direct communica ve link with the right
orbital-frontal cortex, plays a central role in empathy. I want to emphasize two cri cal features of
the Mirror Neuron System that I believe has important clinical implica ons for our understanding
of empathy.
Remember, the Mirror Neuron System ac vates the same brain regions in the observer that are
ac vated in the person being observed. Such ac va on does not produce a mental representa on
of the other person’s mental state but rather it produces an embodied simula on of what the other person is experiencing. The discovery of the Mirror Neuron System and its role in empathy thus
supports the view that empathy does not entail mental representa on processes as tradi onally
deﬁned by psychoanalysis. In other words, the Mirror Neuron System does not give rise to symbolic representa on, which is a kind of idea onal content about the mental state of the other, a le,
brain ac vity. Rather an actual somatosensory simula on of the other’s aﬀec ve state is produced
in the experience of the observer giving rise to an internal, non-linguis c, simulated bodily state of
the other person, a right brain ac vity. In laymen’s terms, the observer actually feels what the infant, or pa ent, feels.
Addi onally, the Mirror Neuron System, in conjunc on with the right orbital frontal cortex, produces more than just informa on about the aﬀec ve state of the other. It also gives rise to a kind
of implicit understanding of the meaning and mo va onal drives behind the emo onal state being
produced. This allows the recipient of unconscious aﬀec ve communica ons to have a teleological
and referenal understanding of the other’s person’s current psychological state.
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In other words, it produces a kind of feel for other person’s desires, goals, intensions, and other possible future mental states.
These ﬁndings are clearly in line with Shore’s model of right brain dominance in the process of empathic a'unement between mother and child, and between analyst and pa ent. The parent, or the
analyst, in a right-brain dominant state, has his or her right brain tuned to receive unconscious aﬀecve communica ons from the right brain of the child or pa ent. This seems to be what Bion meant
by “listening to pa ent’s without memory or desire.” It is also in line with Freud’s asser on that the
analyst must “turn his own unconscious like a recep ve organ toward the transmiCng unconscious of
the pa ent...so the doctor is able...to reconstruct the pa ent’s unconscious.” The discovery of mirror
neurons however suggests that this is less a process of reconstruc on and more a process of intui ve
understanding.
I want to turn a'en on now to expanding Shore’s ideas about just how these vital selfobject experiences, which are bidirec onal right brain aﬀec ve communica ve and regulatory processes, contribute to structuraliza on. Shore brieﬂy explains that he believes that these vital selfobject experiences
foster structuraliza on via transmung internalizaon as Kohut originally proposed. But how speciﬁcally does this happen?
A parent or therapists ‘intervenons’ to bring increased regulatory control, or increased complexity to the organizaon of a current experience, creates an expanded state of consciousness, for the moment, in the child or paent; a higher state than that child or paent would be
otherwise able to achieve on their own.
Here I believe that important work by Edward Tronick and the members of the Boston Study of
Change Process Group is relevant. Speciﬁcally, I want to refer to a paper that discusses how unconscious aﬀec ve communica on and dyadic regula on expands states of consciousness (Tronick et al.,
1998). What they present is convincing evidence that dyadic aﬀec ve communica ve processes between mother and infant, and by extension, analyst and pa ent, create a shared psychological state
which expands each par cipant’s state of consciousness.
We can conceptualize each par cipant’s mind-brain as two open systems in synchrony, a synchrony
that creates in each other an expansion of the other’s state of consciousness because it incorporates
elements of the state of consciousness of the other. Note that with mother and infant, and with many
pa ents, we are talking about one of the dyadic pair having a more complex and highly developed
psychic apparatus (or at least at a given moment, a psychic apparatus opera ng at a more complex
and higher level of organiza on).
The parent/therapist, through his or her conscious and unconscious aﬀec ve communica ons, provide scaﬀolding of the child’s/pa ent’s mental state, raising it to a higher level of regula on and organiza on so that it is more coherent and more complex. Therefore, a parent or therapists
‘interven ons’ to bring increased regulatory control, or increased complexity to the organiza on of a
current experience, creates an expanded state of consciousness, for the moment, in the child or paent; a higher state than that child or pa ent would be otherwise able to achieve on their own.
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I believe the Tronick and the Boston Study of Change Process Group have given us an empirically grounded model that can explain transmung internalizaon.
With repe on of the kinds of dyadic exchanges that raises, for the moment, the level of regula on and
organiza on of the child or pa ent, structualiza on occurs. How does this lead to structualiza on? One
of the central principles of neurological development is that cells that ﬁre together wire together in the
highly neuroplas c brain (see Vuckovich, 2003). Repeated dyadic interac on that results in an increase
in the regula on and organiza on of the child’s, or pa ent’s, psychological state, will result in pa'erns of
neuronal ﬁring that will over me result in those neurons wiring together into higher levels of neurobiological organiza on. Transmu ng internaliza on can be thought of as a process of psychobiological development at the neuronal level through establishing new and more complex neural networks via the
incorpora on of more complex and coherent organiza ons of the other’s mind.
This model helps us to understand more precisely how the lack of these regulatory and organizing experiences as a consequence of persistent inadequate selfobject experiences results in low levels of cognive-aﬀec ve organiza on and regulatory failure. Within this conceptualiza on, pa ents from these
backgrounds aren’t missing psychological structure as o,en described. Rather it is more accurate to say
that they have less developed psychological structure or structure that is at a lower developmental level
of organiza on.
I want to conclude by addressing one addi onal aspect of Shore’s work to highlight the importance of
those aspects of persistent selfobject failure or trauma c interac on that do become structured. Echoing George Atwood and Robert Stolorow, it is a mistake to focus only on “deﬁcits” in psychological structure. To be eﬀec ve, we must bring into the focus of treatment, always, the psychological structures
that have been laid down by the pa ent’s experiences including both dissociated and retained aspects of
selHood and self-experience (Atwood and Stolorow, 1997).
Shore discusses how repeated selfobject failures, and a range of trauma zing interac ons with caregivers, get established as implicit memory structures in the nonverbal, unconscious of the right brain. And
he brieﬂy discusses how these implicit memory structures get associa vely linked to par cular aﬀects.
He seems more or less in agreement with O'o Kernberg’s view that implicit memory structures of interpersonal interac ons get laid down as a kind of network consis ng of self-representa ons, object representa ons, and accompanied aﬀects. In this way, internal representa ons of self-with-others ac vate
the associated aﬀect. In turn, these implicit structures remain ac vated as long as the aﬀect remains
ac vated.
The therapist’s ability to receive nonverbal aﬀec ve communica ons from the pa ent allows for access
to this implicit realm. Aﬀect then become a “royal road” to the pa ent’s unconscious, invariant organizing structures.
Remember that one of the psychobiological consequences of the therapist’s ability to receive and send
unconscious aﬀec ve communica ons is that it creates a shared psychological state. The resultant resonance between the pa ent’s unconscious and the analyst’s unconscious raises the level of regula on
and organiza on of the pa ent’s state of consciousness.
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This in turn produces an ampliﬁca on of intensity of aﬀect-related arousal and results in aﬀect being sustained in me. This increase in intensity of aﬀect arousal allows bodily-based aﬀects beneath levels of
awareness to now have the poten al to emerge in the consciousness of both members of the dyad genera ng heightened aﬀec ve moments, what Daniel Stern call “moments of mee ng” (Stern et al., 1998).
The now possible poten al of conscious recogni on of the aﬀec ve experience allows the analyst to direct a'en on to the aﬀec ve state and to invite reﬂec ve awareness as to what possibly may have occurred within the pa ent and/or within the current interac on (i.e., the transference) to evoke the aﬀecve state and to inves gate the underlying organizing principles and their origins.
Note that it is psychobiologically necessary to raise arousal to bring something about the implicit structures to awareness. With trauma zed pa ents, or pa ents with limited self-regulatory capaci es, this can
be a tricky task, since selfobject regulatory func ons that keep aﬀect aroused but not dysregulated are
needed to prevent the pa ent from shi,ing from an autonomic dominant mode of increasing aﬀect to a
parasympathe c dominant mode that shuts down integra ve and organizing capaci es and that drives
parasympathe cally mediated dissocia ve processes.
I want to be clear that I am not talking about bringing implicit memory structures to conscious awareness
in order to generate insight or to subject them to a conscious analysis of their current applicability. Implicit memory structures are coded in a diﬀerent language than declara ve memory structures and thus
they cannot be changed by linguis c-cogni ve analysis (see Bucci, 1997). Only new experience, which acvates new neural networks, will change implicit memory structures. This is why reading a book and understanding cogni vely what is wrong with your golf swing will not improve your game; only prac cing
and experiencing the altera ons in your swing will change the implicit memory structures that drive the
sensory-motor program of your golf swing.
Aﬀect ac va on occurs with implicit memory ac va on and vice versa. With this ac va on of implicit
memory structure, there is now an opportunity for altering the structure of the memory system. How is
this altered?
The analyst’s empathic a'unement raises the pa ent’s regulatory and organiza onal capacity while adding something new by way of novel self- or rela onal- experience into the system. There is now a new
object experience, or new self experience, or new self with other experience, that gets incorporated into
the implicit memory structures increasing the complexity of the memory structure.
With the achievement by the pa ent (and therapist) of a more coherently organized and complex state of
dyadic consciousness, old elements of consciousness need to be reintegrated and reconﬁgured into this
new state of consciousness, which contains new object and self experience, leading eventually to the expansion and modiﬁca on of implicit memory structure. Thus implicit memory structures of self, and selfin-rela onships, get expended because of the incorpora on of new rela onal experiences. And thus the
self, including elements of possibili es of self-with-others, also gets expanded.
The ability to receive unconscious aﬀec ve communica ons and to sensi vely and skillfully alter right
brain structure, that is, to restructure the unconscious, is very much dependent on the analyst’s empha c
capaci es. The message that I think Shore wants to leave us with is that we need to be in the ‘right’ mind
- or more accurately, right brain - in order to be eﬀec ve analysts.
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Books & Poetry

Sarah Arvio has kindly donated latest her book to
the TICP Library (kindly housed by Stephanie Bot in
her oﬃce at Yonge and St. Clair). It's called: night
thoughts: 70 dream poems & notes from an analysis (Knopf 2013). If she gets to Toronto some day,
she will give a reading and talk for us.
night thoughts: 70 dream poems & notes from an
analysis, an u'erly original new work by Sarah Arvio,
presents a set of dream poems, along with a narrave explora on of the ﬁgures and images in the
dreams. An in mate and deeply moving memoir, it
relates how she found, through the interpreta on of
her dreams, the clues to unlock and resolve the trauma c experiences that had haunted her life from a
young age.
Reminiscent of Freud’s “Dora”—but from the perspec ve of the pa ent as ar st, rather than that of
the analyst—“night thoughts” is an unﬂinchingly
courageous literary account of repression and the
fracturing of the self, and of healing through dreaming and free-associa ng. At a me when psychoanalysis faces widespread skep cism, Arvio reaﬃrms its
transforma ve power.
Mark Strand, winner of the Pulitzer Prize and former
Poet Laureate of the United States, has called this
book “a garden of images . . . beauful, painful and
heroic.” At once a work of poetry, a memoir, and an
essay on the nature of memory, desire, and psychic
repair, “night thoughts” oﬀers an unexpected and
enthralling account of trauma c experience transformed into art and understanding.

Goethe Award for Psychoanalyc &
Psychodynamic Scholarship Finalist
It might interest our readers to know that
Loneliness and Longing: Conscious and Unconscious Aspects, the latest volume in our Joint
Interna onal Conference Book Series, was recently honoured to be one of the three ﬁnalists
for this year's Goethe Award for Psychoanaly c
& Psychodynamic Scholarship.
The conferences and book series are sponsored
by the TICP and the psychoanaly c socie es of
New York University's Postdoctoral Program in
Psychotherapy and Psychoanalysis, the William
Alanson White Ins tute, and Adelphi University's Postdoctoral Program in Psychotherapy and
Psychoanalysis. Published by Routledge in 2013,
this volume was edited by Brent Willock, Rebecca Coleman Cur s, and Lori C. Bohm.
Besides chapters by our interna onal colleagues, the book also contains contribu ons
from our own Graeme Taylor, Bruce Herzog,
John Sloane, Art Caspary, Phil Classen, and
Brent Willock. The book was recently translated
into Chinese by our Francy Wang and is in press
with the China Logis cs Publishing House.
The Goethe Award is sponsored by
the Canadian Psychological Associa on Sec on
on Psychoanaly c and Psychodynamic Psychology.

More informa on is available at:
www.saraharvio.com
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2014 Training Programs
The TICP oﬀers several types of
educaonal programs which examine, contrast, and where possible,
integrate the thoughts and meth-

Beatrice Beebe Conference: May 3, 2014
First Annual Willock-Ipp Lecture

Infant Research and Adult Treatment: Videotaping Motherinfant Interac on and Videotaping the
Analyst’s Face

ods of major perspecves in contemporary psychoanalysis. We
invite outstanding internaonal
invesgators to Toronto, to present their cung-edge work to
professionals and scholars interested in expanding their knowledge of
psychoanalysis. We welcome all
potenal applicants to learn more
about the TICP and their own possibilies within our Instute and
Society.
TICP 4-Year Training Program in
Psychoanalysis— next class begins
September 2014
Candidates ulize the program’s
comparave-integrave perspecve
to facilitate their exploraon of theorecal framework and to formulate
clinical material from diverse, mutually enhancing viewpoints. Applicants
generally have (or are nearing) licensure to pracce as psychologists,
social workers, or psychiatrists. An
academic stream is available to applicants who do not wish to pursue
clinical pracce.
Applicaons Due by May 1, 2014
TICP Essenals Program in Psychoanalyc Psychotherapy—class begins
September 2014
(30-session program)
This is a clinically-focused program
for those desiring to learn the basic
principles of psychoanalyc psychotherapy. It is suitable for mental
health praconers with li'le or no
training in psychoanalyc psychotherapy, and those with an interest in
psychoanalysis with li'le or no clinical experience.
Applicaons Due by May 15, 2014
For more informaon:
416-288-8060
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The face-to-face interac ve process informs both mother-infant
communica on and adult treatment. A systems view of face-toface communica on will set the
stage for an understanding of
nonverbal communica on across
the lifespan. Organizing principles
of interac on in the implicit
mode generate pa'erns of expecta on, procedurally-organized
ac on sequences. In infancy
these procedural expectancies
deﬁne infant presymbolic representa ons. In adult treatment
these procedural expectancies
are a potent mode of therapeu c
ac on, out of awareness. Films
and frame-by-frame analyses will
illustrate organizing principles of
interac on in mother-infant communica on.
Processes of nonverbal communica on in adult treatment will be
explored through a case presenta on: “Videotaping the Analyst’s
Face: Video Feedback Consultaons with a Pa ent Who Does
Not Look.” Films are presented,
and implicit and explicit dimensions of the communica on are
examined.

Registraon is available online at
www.cp.on.ca
Sea ng is limited so be sure to
reserve your space early.
Time: 9:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m.
Place: Northrop Frye Hall, University of Toronto, 73 Queen’s Park
Cres. E., Toronto, ON
Cost: TICP Guests and Members
$185, Non-Members $195.
Price includes lunch.

Beatrice Beebe, Ph.D. is Clinical Professor
of Medical Psychology (in Psychiatry),
College of Physicians & Surgeons, Columbia
University, New York State Psychiatric
Instute; faculty at the Columbia
Psychoanalyc Center, the Instute for the
Psychoanalyc Study of Subjecvity, and
the N.Y.U. Postdoctoral Program in
Psychotherapy and Psychoanalysis

The Willock-Ipp Lecture Series at TICP
By Robert Besner, Psy.D.
This lecture series was created in memory of Bernard and Esther Besner. Its aims are to
acknowledge the massive contribu ons of Brent Willock and Hazel Ipp to the success of the
TICP, to further the personal and professional development of members of the TICP community,
and to beneﬁt the people we treat.
The Willock-Ipp Lecture series at the TICP is dedicated to the memory of Esther and Bernard
Besner, who both expressed an innate kindness and generosity in their lives. They weathered
their own joys and sorrows quietly, and a'ended to the needs of ﬁve genera ons of extended
family. While they especially cherished children, they were also a'uned to the ongoing developmental needs unfolding over the life mes of these once-children. They were loved and are remembered for their commitment to life, their kindness to so many, and the humanis c values
that they demonstrated and transmi'ed to others.
The lecture series is named for Brent Willock and Hazel Ipp in recogni on of their endless contribu ons to the TICP since 1989, when the as-yet unborn TICP was s ll just an idea, a shared vision with a collec ve sense of possibility. That was a me of transforma on within psychoanalysis: non-M.D.‘s, were beginning to achieve recogni on as peers in the ﬁeld; rela onal and intersubjec ve thinking were achieving a place of primacy; and the understanding of founda onal
mother-infant interac ons and of biological events underlying subjec ve experience were advancing rapidly.
Brent’s and Hazel’s excitement at the incep on of the TICP was infec ous. The fruits of their
eﬀorts surround us today - the TICP has provided analy c training, opportuni es for con nuing
educa on, and a sense of community for many colleagues. Yet, however large their contribuons, Brent and Hazel have not labored alone. Members of the Execu ve Commi'ee and other
commi'ees past and present, faculty and staﬀ, as well as many others, also deserve acknowledgement for their contribu ons to the collec ve success of the TICP and its beneﬁts to the
community over the past 22 years.
This endowment is intended to support three areas of psychoanaly c undertaking: early infant
research which describes the founda ons of lifelong experience; our ul mate embodiedness
and its eﬀects on subjec ve experience; and the cul va on of contempla ve awareness and
open presence to our work with others.
It is a pleasure to inaugurate the Willock-Ipp Lecture Series at TICP with the upcoming presentaon by Beatrice Beebe whose work and personal manner together are an exemplar of these
professional values.
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Dr. Josh Levy:
2013 Otto Weininger Award Winner
In the summer of 2013, Dr. Joshua Levy received the annual Otto Weininger Memorial Award for Psychoanalytic and Psychodynamic Achievement . The award is granted by the Canadian Psychological Association's
Psychoanalytic and Psychodynamic section. We have here reproduced the introductory comments made by Dr.
Heather MacIntosh's before she presented the award to Dr. Levy.

The following paragraph is Dr. Levy's summary of the paper he delivered a,er he received his
award:
Many of us have been keenly interested in understanding the mul ple analy c perspec
ves currently compe ng within our psychoanaly c community.However, comparing
among them in order to learn their unique contribu ons, has been an on-going search. The
purpose of my paper was to suggest a coherent and systema c method of exploring simi
lari es and diﬀerences of analy c perspec ves. This method has been taught to advanced
analy c candidates and debated among colleagues. Recently, the method was applied to
our diﬀerent modes of analy c listening and studied in a day long workshop.
We are here today to celebrate the life and work of Dr. Joshua Levy, this year’s winner of the O'o
Weininger Award for psychoanaly c and psychodynamic psychology.
The O'o Weininger Memorial Award for Psychoanaly c and Psychodynamic Achievement is an
award given out by the Canadian Psychological Associa on Psychoanaly c/Psychodynamic sec on
each year in recogni on of life me achievement in the ﬁeld.
The award is sponsored by Sylvia Singer Weininger, O'o Weininger’s widow, as a way of honouring his life’s work of psychoanaly c scholarship and prac ce. Dr. Weininger was a noted ﬁgure in
Canadian psychology and psychoanalysis, teaching and prac cing in Toronto. I understand that
some of his former students are present at today’s lecture in Toronto.
The Canadian Psychological Associa on Psychoanaly c/Psychodynamic sec on represents diverse
theore cal perspec ves within the ﬁeld of psychodynamic psychology and is an invaluable voice
within the Canadian Psychological Associa on, a'emp ng to con nue to speak for the value and
eﬃcacy of psychodynamic and psychoanaly c research and prac ce within mainstream professional psychology.
In represen ng such diverse theore cal perspec ves, Dr. Levy joins a varied and pres gious group
of previous recipients of the award, including Peter Fonagy, Sidney Bla', Nancy McWilliams, Brent
Willock and Morris Eagle.
When the call for nomina ons was sent out in the Fall of last year, a number of very worthy candidates were put forward. However, no candidate’s nomina on achieved the groundswell of support that propelled forward the nomina on of Dr. Levy. His nominators said things such as:
“Is a thorough and erudite scholar and a generous teacher”.
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Continued…..Josh Levy award

“Dr. Levy is a true scholar, a teacher, a supervisor and a superb psychoanalyst who always avails himself
of new learning. He has inspired and con nues to inspire psychoanalysts and psychoanaly cally oriented clinicians in training over many decades. He is respected and loved by droves of people who have
been fortunate to experience his wisdom, his probing mind and his generosity of spirit.”
“Dr. Levy is an extraordinary psychoanaly c teacher”.
“I have had the privilege and the fortune of having both Dr. Weininger and Dr Levy as teachers, supervisors and mentors. I know that for both, psychoanalysis was and, is a voca on, avoca on and a life long
passion. Although diﬀerent in temperament and, to an extent, in theore cal outlook, both were dedicated to healing their pa ents, and to dissemina ng their ideas, knowledge and clinical acumen to genera ons of students and seasoned professionals alike”.
These sen ments were echoed in numerous emails that I received by individuals who had heard that
Dr. Levy was being nominated for the O'o Weininger Award and who felt compelled to share their
thoughts and experiences with the selec on commi'ee. In spite of Dr. Levy’s inability to travel to Québec City to join us at the conven on, it seemed clear that this award had found it’s most recent recipient.
Dr. Levy was born in Jerusalem in 1930. He graduated from the Hebrew University in 1956 with a doctorate in Educa onal Psychology and followed this up with two years of postdoctoral training in Chicago. For four years, Dr. Levy worked as a clinical psychologist in Cincinna . Fortunately for Canadian
Psychology, Dr. Levy moved to Montreal in 1963 to assume a posi on at the Jewish General Hospital
where he stayed for 16 years, ﬁrst as a senior psychologist and later as the director of mental health
consulta ons. During his Montreal years, Dr. Levy a'ended the Canadian Psychoanaly c Ins tute and
by 1978 had become a training analyst.
In 1978 Dr. Levy moved to O'awa where he worked for seven years as the director of psychotherapy at
what is now the Royal O'awa Health Care Group. In 1985 he moved to Toronto, where he se'led and
became faculty, supervising and training analyst at the Toronto Psychoanaly c Society. Later, he supported the development of the Toronto Ins tute for Contemporary Psychoanalysis and has been a
much sought a,er teacher, supervisor and mentor in the Toronto Psychoanaly c community for many
years.
Dr. Levy is an acknowledged expert in the ﬁeld of dream analysis, is considered a Freud scholar and has
wri'en and taught extensively in these areas. Some of his publica ons include:
“Studying The Interpreta on of Dreams in the company of analy c candidates”
“The dream in Beyond the pleasure principle, and beyond”
“On learning and teaching dream interpreta on”
and
“The beneﬁts and hazards of working through the supervisee's countertransference in psychoanaly c
supervision”
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Dr. Levy has a par cular interest in compara ve and integra ve psychoanalysis. He is described as
a teacher and clinician who is open to all models of psychoanaly c theory and prac ce and seeks
to understand by carefully and respecVully comparing theore cal with clinical wri ngs.
In today’s presenta on, Dr. Levy is going to explore with us the complexi es and poten al of listening to mul ple psychoanaly c perspec ves and share with us his process for discussing clinical
material in a compara ve, integra ve framework.
Dr. Levy has been joined today by many colleagues, former students, supervisees and friends who
are looking forward to hearing him present his work and to celebra ng this achievement with him.
It is with great pleasure that Sylvia Singer Weininger, in connec on with the Psychoanaly c/
Psychodynamic Sec on of the Canadian Psychological Associa on presents the O'o Weininger
Memorial Award for Life me Achievement to Dr. Joshua Levy and we hand the ﬂoor over to him
to present his scholarly work, Comparing Among Analyc Models as a Crucial Staon During Our
Traveling on the Bumpy Road Toward Analyc Integraon.

Poetry Published

Victoria Pollock, candidate in the TICP psychoanaly c training program, will have a poem
published in the Fall 2014 issue of Psychoanalyc Perspecves.
The poem is en tled "Psychoanalysis: A
Dream".
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In the Light of Eternity:
A Personal Point of View on War and Peace in the Middle East
Dr. John Sloane, M.D.

The personal is poli cal.

Carol Hanisch

All you behold, tho' it appear without, it is within.

William Blake

When I was in high school, we had an English & History teacher who was fond of asking us, “What
is all this in the light of eternity?” Like a good analyst, he did not provide answers, but encouraged
us to wonder about the world we lived in and the words we used to make sense of it. As a boy who
had lost his father just before puberty, I had a tremendous yearning for someone to help me do
just that, someone to lead the way into a world that was far too vast, complex and dangerous to
navigate alone. I also had a vague sense of responsibility for that world, threatened by nuclear annihila on. That dread prospect was brought home to me in the early 1950’s by television images of
the bomb dropped on Hiroshima, and by recurrent nightmares of nuclear holocaust. What was external and what was internal were not yet well-diﬀeren ated for me, given the death of my father
from brain cancer shortly a,er I had exploded at him in ‘ﬁnal judgment’ for how he had treated
me. Suddenly, I had become “the Destroyer of Worlds”, an Oedipal victor, as one analyst later
pointed out, much to my bewilderment, at the me.

It was years before I found my way into medicine, psychiatry, and ﬁnally psychoanalysis as a way of
understanding and repairing my world and my self – one pa ent at a me. My early world had
been ruled by an admirable, but angrily authoritarian and increasingly irra onal father. A,er I had
“destroyed” him and the order he provided, I was le, with a bere, but benevolent mother whose
own nightmares woke me in the night, and whose talking to herself when she thought no one was
listening, puzzled and concerned me by day. Fortunately, unlike Oedipus and Jocasta, we recognized the limits of what we could be for one another. Sadly, though, the Void remained.
I was also le, with a profound mistrust of all authority, especially my own. The “all-out destruc veness” that overshadowed and occasionally punctuated my inner world – and that I dreaded at “the
end the world” were all in mately interwoven. Nevertheless, I knew that overthrowing some higher power, let alone trashing those closest to me, or was not my aim. Repara on was the name of
the game – as it is for most of us who enter this “impossible profession”. I also came to realize that
explosions of homicidal/suicidal rage are not only destruc ve in aim, but represent a desperate
a'empt to reach an Other who might hear, understand and survive our aggression, so that it can
be contained, transformed and directed toward the restora on and preserva on of what we love.
Presented at the IARPP conference in Sanago, Chile, November 7, 2013 – without explicit references to the literature
that has shed light on my experience, in order to keep this under twenty minutes.
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Only then is it possible to relinquish ones subjec ve, infan le omniscience and omnipotence,
both destruc ve and benevolent, mourn their loss, own their eﬀects, and co-create what we
can with the coopera on of others. None of us are as knowledgeable or as powerful as we
would wish, yet each of us aﬀects the world far more than we know. I have learned, over the
course of my career, that it is important to be suﬃciently rooted in such infan le longings in order to imagine and work toward solu ons to what otherwise causes untold suﬀering – our own,
and that of those we love and iden fy with. Without a healthy dose of infan le omnipotence,
we cannot do such work. On the other hand, it is equally essen al to recognize our rescue fantasies for what they are. The dragon who defends the damsel is actually part of her, as well as
of her would-be savior. As much as we wish we could, we cannot destroy the Destroyer without
destroying ourselves.
But I am geCng ahead of myself. In the 1980’s, a,er coming-of age as an analyst, I once again
became preoccupied with the nuclear threat, represented by the escala ng arms race and the
Doomsday Clock cking toward midnight and nuclear winter. I joined the Physicians for the Preven on of Nuclear War and was instrumental in forming the Toronto chapter of the Canadian
Psychoanalysts Against Nuclear Weapons, part of an interna onal group of analysts who felt we
had something to say that was worthy of the World’s considera on. Together, we searched for
words with which to understand and inﬂuence the madness of Mutually Assured Destruc on.
Something of which we were a part got through. The Cold War ended and took the pressure oﬀ
None of us are as knowledgeable or as powerful as we would wish, yet each of us aﬀects
the world far more than we know.

We no longer have two superpowers staring each other down, striking the fear of God into
each other while arousing one another’s will to ﬁght and keep followers in line. Then, there
was gradual recogni on of the limits of our power, face-to-face with our own image reﬂected
in the Other. Now, we have widespread dispersion and fragmenta on of nuclear know-how
without a concentra on of consciousness of what we, as a species, are doing to ourselves; a
dangerously regressive, paranoid posi on where no one can be trusted. We don’t even have
Kennedy and Krushchev’s clear recogni on that bringing missiles to Cuba was not, in itself, an
act of war, but “a form of communica on”. That subtle but essen al insight, captured in the
ﬁlm, Thirteen Days, averted the apocalypse by the daring act of imagining oneself in the
shoes of the other – not for the purpose of winning a zero-sum game, but for the sake of mutually assured safety and survival. As Robbie Burns wrote, “Oh would some Pow’r the gi,ie
gie us to see ourselves as others see us”. Our survival depends on it. As Winnico' observed,
the catastrophe we fear and live in danger of repea ng (unless we get hold of it in words) is
one that has already happened.
Now, that’s something analysts know about, even if we also know how hard it is to facilitate
change even in individuals and families, let alone ins tu ons and na ons. We know we don’t
always know. We know we need to be open to what is not-yet-known, and willing to wear
the a'ribu ons that others project onto us in response to what they detect in us. We learn
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Then, we can hear and hold the passionate intensity of buried aﬀect, ﬁnding words for what is otherwise overwhelming, disorganizing and deadly. We have learned how to bear with one another in excrucia ng states of mind, knowing we play a part in the repe on of trauma that some mes lends
itself to repara on. That is true in our oﬃces, our homes, our professional communi es, and the ecosystems of which we are a part.
In the words of our conference theme, there are important links between seemingly disparate areas
of human experience, which cons tute a matrix exis ng in a meless, unconscious ﬁeld. I am not just
talking about the existence of mul ple emo ons or self-states in rela on to others in our immediate
surround, but to na on-states composed of mul ple selves, crea ng the interna onal community.
We all belong to collec ve en es composed of warring internal and external fac ons, all compe ng
for air me and the ear of “a Third”. We are learning, I think, over what seems like eternity, not only
to compete for “dominion” over our world, but to surrender to and cooperate in its co-crea on. In
intra-psychic, in mate, and public spheres, we are understandably conﬂicted about how to be and
relate to those around us. We have good reason to fear – even be'er reason to respect those who
have the power to destroy us and whose good will we need in order to survive. This is the
“depressive posi on”, the beginning of wisdom through which we recognize and are recognized as
having the right to exist in spaces both personal and shared. Israel is such a space, a state of mind,
embodied at last. Pales ne, too, not only in imagina on, but in the eyes of the world, as represented
by the UN as of last November (2012)
We all belong to collecve enes composed of warring internal and external facons, all
compeng for airme and the ear of “a Third”. We are learning, I think, over what seems like
eternity, not only to compete for “dominion” over our world, but to surrender to and cooperate
in its co-creaon.
I know I am traversing some pre'y wide terrain, here, and risk treading where angels fear to tread
– on territory that is diﬀerently sacred to each of us; a mineﬁeld of feelings that powerfully aﬀect
how we think, act, and relate to one another. I, for one, feel very strongly that it is important for
these issues to see the light of day in an analy c forum where we might reﬂect openly on what urgently needs considera on if the world is ever to live in peace.* That is what all of us want in the
core of our Being – even those who wish, as I did, that destroying the enemy, geCng rid of what
invades or degrades us, could be an eﬀec ve, ﬁnal solu on to the paranoid posi on in which those
who “are not with us are against us”.

* I was impressed, at the conference, with the fact that I am not alone in this senment and that much analyc work is
already being done along these lines. This was especially apparent in our host country, Chile, where the links between
mental health, human rights, and collecve memory of historical trauma and its potenal for repeve transmission or
reparave transformaon are amazingly alive in both the private and public spheres.
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I work with a woman, who, when the World Trade Towers were destroyed, iden ﬁed with the terrorists
who were willing to die in order to destroy those they saw as the Enemy. She took pleasure, while I was
appalled. But I could also iden fy with her all-out rage and contempt – even when it was directed at me, as
it was for many years. I saw my own enraged child-self in her and knew it needed a hearing even though it
was killing me – just as her parent’s hateful dismissal had humiliated and annihilated her. Finally, I found
ways to refuse her envious, sadis c, yet self-destruc ve treatment of me by standing up for myself – and
for the debased part of herself that she saw in me, but was not yet able to care for. That vulnerable part of
myself, I came to realize, was both innocent and “guilty as charged”. * I was guilty of failing to be what she
(and I, and my father) so desperately needed; a loving receptacle for her feelings and point of view – the
birthright of every child. I was also guilty of a'emp ng to get through to her in clumsy or oﬀensively defensive ways that did more harm than good. Learning to “stand in the spaces”, somewhere between vic m
and perpetrator, witness and bystander, wished-for savior and useless parent, taught me a lot. With the
help of many authors, she taught me what my father’s heavy-handed “lessons”, and even my own deeply
respecVul and insighVul analyst could not. She taught me how to be a man, how to “keep my head when
all about me were losing theirs and blaming it on me”, as Kipling once wrote to his son. As a merciless adversary, she made it necessary for me to get over my survivor’s guilt, and to believe in my own “right to
exist” as a person – even in the face of her having “no life” by comparison.
The reason I’m men oning this tortured woman who has put me through such hell on the way toward mutual recogni on and increasing self-respect on both sides, is that this process is one we all go through. As
analysts, we revisit it over and over, again, in the process of replacing swords with words. Not only is the
personal, poli cal, but the poli cal is personal and communal; a “global village”. We all live in the same
dwelling built by human hands - but not one we own, exclusively, as persons or as na ons, even as a species. We do not have the op on of geCng divorced and moving out. We are all under the same roof, for
be'er or for worse. We have no choice but to ﬁnd ways of recognizing, respec ng, and bridging our diﬀerences, loaded with powerful feelings stemming from our own earliest experiences and wordlessly infused
with trans-genera onal transmission of unhealed trauma.
In the beginning, infants react to diﬀerences in many ways; with wonder, delight, curiosity and playful explora on, on the one hand, or with pain, anger, fear and disgust with what’s le, when the familiar
“beloved” is destroyed or taken by others. Those ins nc ve reac ons give rise to our earliest, absolute
judgments of “good and evil”. How those innate feelings and judgments are received and responded-to is
crucial to whether trauma is healed or inﬂamed, resul ng in chao c fragmenta on and burial of “fractals”
of the true self. A good listener makes all the diﬀerence between the escala on and prolifera on of shame
-rage cycles that go underground only to return, sooner or later, and a deeper, more inclusive diﬀeren aon and synthesis of the true self in rela on to others.
Hans Loewald wrote, “The ego mediates, uniﬁes, integrates because it is of its essence to maintain, on
more and more complex levels of diﬀeren a on and objec va on of reality, the original unity”. The same
could be said of our “collec ve ego”, striving to create a viable world order through the United Na ons. I
do not underes mate the enormous complexity, power dynamics, hidden allegiances and prac cal details
as well as the unconscious determina on of many to do what we were unable to do as infants; eliminate
what degrades or endangers us, once and for all. Failing that, we do some mes get through to those who
are capable of understanding and recognizing us as human beings.

* As the tle of another moving presentaon put it, “To be is to betray”.
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When the vote was taken at the UN to recognize the legi macy of Pales nian aspira ons to statehood,
“a people” suﬀering dehumanizing condi ons in the refugee camps and occupied territories, I felt deep
shame * that my country, Canada, voted against the resolu on - just as it had failed the European Jews,
seeking refuge from Nazi Germany.
At the same me, I felt guilty and fearful that my concern for the plight of the Pales nians would put me
in the camp of Israel’s enemies in the eyes of some of my Jewish friends. I feel equally strongly that Israel has a right to recogni on, not only by Pales nians, but by the surrounding Arab/Muslim na ons – just
as it was, by the same world body, back in 1948. There is also no doubt that Israel deserves respect for
her amazing accomplishments - including her capacity for self-reﬂec ve cri cism. On a personal note, I
don’t know where I would be if it weren’t for the wit, wisdom and compassion of self-reﬂec ve Jews,
embodied by “the Jewish Science” of psychoanalysis – not to men on the Judeo-Chris an religion that
has, thanks to analysis, come to mean a great deal to me * - despite it’s faults and destruc ve excesses
of authority – including an -Semi sm.
Buying bagels in a local Jewish deli the other day, however, I read a headline in a local newspaper,
“Chris ans and Jews Pray for Israel”. “Why?” I asked myself. Why only for Israel? Why not for Pales nians, caught in the cross-ﬁre of history, faced with a powerful regime progressively and some mes punively “se'ling” their territory? Is it not ul mately on the good will, well-being, and self-interest of the
Pales nians that Israel, itself, depends? Just as Israel must be recognized as having the right to exist, so
too, Pales ne, albeit at an earlier stage of its development. In the absence of recogni on and respect for
ins nc ve aspira ons, however primi ve and destruc ve their expression, things get worse, not be'er.
Retalia on has its place as a means of communica ng how unacceptable violence is – by giving the other a taste of what it’s like. But vengeful viola on of another’s existence and personal space has consequences. Beyond a certain point, the main consequence is to perpetuate and escalate the violence, making mutual recogni on and co-opera on even less likely. In my view, what is needed at certain crucial
moments, is for Israel to recognize Pales ne’s right to exist and to acknowledge its own part in humilia ng and provoking Pales nian rage; to refrain from doing unto others what was done to its own. Then,
it might become possible for Pales nians to mourn the loss of their land at the hands of Israel, their Arab neighbors, and the UN - the very authority to which it is turning to authorize its existence. That might
help some, at least, to accept the fact that there can be no going back, no “right of return” – except to
the 1967 boundaries. None of us can go back to Eden, to sole possession a “Promised Land”. Only an approxima on can be co-created with the help of our neighbors, also created “in the image of God”.

* It was this feeling that sparked the wring of this paper.
* At this point, reading aloud at the conference, I welled up with tears, losing my voice for a few moments. Later, I was able
to reﬂect on my surprisingly powerful feelings and to recognize them, in part, as profound gratude for the “fatherly” presence of those who were listening with such genuine interest and respect for my point of view. Even those who are dead return, transformed, in the form of enactments that not only repeat but repair past trauma!
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In 1932, Einstein asked Freud, “Is there any way of delivering mankind from the menace of war?” In his
thoughVul, humble, but wisVul response, Freud said, “if the propensity for war be due to the destruc ve
ins nct, we have always its counter-agent, Eros to our hand. All that produces es of sen ment between
man and man must serve us as war’s an dote… The psychoanalyst need feel no compunc on in men oning ‘love’ in this connexion; religion uses the same language, ‘Love thy neighbor as thyself’. A pious injuncon, easy to enounce, but hard to carry out! The other bond of sen ment is by way of iden ﬁca on. All
that brings out the signiﬁcant resemblances between men, calls into play this feeling of community, iden ﬁca on, whereon is founded, in large measure, the whole ediﬁce of human society”. *
Eros and ‘Thanatos’ are powerful components of a unitary life force, some mes opposed, some mes serving the same end. When our hatred is heard, held, understood and recognized as valid by someone responsible for provoking it, who also survives it, hate subsides and love wells up from the depths of our Being. We see that again and again in our oﬃces when we recognize our empathic failures and infrac ons as
analysts, thereby becoming fallible but forgivable human beings. Surely, there is a way of bringing our analy c experience to bear on what’s “out there”, what we all iden fy and wrestle with internally far more
than we know.

* It is worth nong at this point (as I did during the discussion) that being able to idenfy with our enemies is impossible at certain crucial moments, as Chana Ullman described in her powerful paper, "The personal is polical, the polical is personal: On
the subjecvity of an Israeli Psychoanalyst" (In: “Clinical Implicaons of the Psychoanalyst’s Life Experience: When the Personal
Becomes Professional”, Steven Kuchuck, editor). It is, however, possible (also illustrated by her paper) to reﬂect, a8er the fact,
in a way that enables “goodenough”, ie. useful empathic recognion of what we could not bear (without our sense of self being
annihilated) to see (from the point of view of “the other”) at the me: a shared, but vulnerable and endangered humanity from
which hatred and “all-out destrucveness” arise.
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Obituary: Christopher Nichols
We are sad to announce the passing of Christopher Nichols, candidate and graduate of the
ﬁrst class of the TICP.
Chris was an associate professor in Sociology at York University specializing in a variety of
ﬁelds including brain science, evolu onary theory, anthropology and psychoanalysis.
In 1992, Chris decided to extend his psychoanaly c knowledge into the clinical realm and began his psychoanaly c training. One of us (White), his classmate, remembers his passion for
ideas, which he shared generously--along with the books in his library--with all his colleagues,
students and friends.
Both of us (Gail White, Keith Hartmann) as graduate students studied with Chris and beneﬁ'ed greatly from his tutelage. We became close to Chris as students and then as
friends. Each of us became familiar with Chris's many eccentrici es. All of which, we believed, expressed his underlying suﬀering. Yet, as was re-iterated repeatedly at his funeral,
Chris also had a boundless humour, unfailing wit, and a deeply playful side. He prac sed
bowling regularly with his guests in his house, installed a jacuzzi next to the kitchen and spent
endless hours watching ﬁlms. He loved to both watch and lecture during the movies while he
was screening them. And he owned a massive collec on of life size replicas of horror movie
monsters, including Bela Lugosi, and Frankenstein which he valued highly.
All in all, Chris was a roman c academic. His greatest commitment and responsibility was to
his students. He insisted that they cul vate and share their love and passion for ideas. We
will miss him greatly.
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Reﬂecons on the Character of the Instute, The Call of Character, and the
power of metaphor
by Brian Shelley
I am in the 2013-2014 Essen als Program which, sadly, is nearing its end. With that, en tlement to a'end
the TICP (and IASP) Scien ﬁc mee ngs ends as well. It has been an enriching rewarding year and I will be sorry when it's over. Although neither a mental health clinician nor academic in this ﬁeld, I have felt welcomed at
TICP generally and at the several scien ﬁc mee ngs I've a'ended. I have found it a warmly inclusive organiza on embodying an ambience that brings O'o Kernberg's very entertaining "Thirty rules to discourage the
creavity of Psychoanalyc candidates" 1 to mind---rules that should be honored in the breach, as TICP does,
by any professional organiza on with training obliga ons and hierarchy.
Kernberg deals with Scien ﬁc mee ngs in rule # 5: Try to protect your candidates from parcipang too early
in scienﬁc meengs of your psychoanalyc society, or from being invited to gatherings where respected colleagues may sharply disagree with each other….
It seems that the TICP eschews, in prac ce and general atmosphere, most of Kernberg’s guidelines for damping crea vity. This is a good thing. Hopefully recent graduates of the clinical training stream can verify that all
the rules are rou nely violated somewhere along the path to full accredita on and prac ce.
As a result of this inclusiveness I had the pleasure of a'ending a TICP Scien ﬁc Mee ng in February featuring
guest speaker Dr. Mari Ru . Her presenta on was on her recently published book "The Call of Character."2 It
was an engaging evening. Prior to this mee ng Dr. Ru recommended to a'endees certain sec ons of
'Character' as background for the discussion. I read those sec ons but have not read the en re work. As a
result the comments that follow are based only on her oral presenta on, the Preface, and Chapters 1 and 6.
The Call of Character is in part a cri que of the pervasiveness of the pursuit of happiness as an objec ve in
contemporary culture, especially western culture. The happiness Industry, she decries, promotes happiness
as an end and implicitly a right, in and of itself. She argues for authen city as an objec ve, the allowance for
and encouragement within each of us of our idiosyncra c character. Happiness is a product of those things
we strive for, feel and do that are about being 'us'. The pursuit of authen city and character requires not just
tolerance of anxiety, fear, loneliness and sadness as counterpoints to more pleasurable aﬀec ve states, but
also encourages the acknowledgement of those feelings as valuable aspects of authen c experience in their
own right.
A'endees who responded generally agreed with Dr. Ru that happiness per se, however deﬁned, is never
going to be a rewarding end for experience. Happiness is a slippery thing. It is elusive when pursued directly.
Perhaps it is most commonly encountered as an emergent property of a life fully and meaningfully lived---a
by-product of the pursuit of meaning, self-actualiza on, and of the experience of agency. Personally, I
don't know anyone who talks about happiness as an objec ve except occasionally from the depths of despair.
I believe we look outward at the world and within ourselves primarily for meaning. It is through this search
that idiosyncra c character is forged and individual authen city experienced.
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Dr. Ru argues that a personal sense of powerlessness has caused us to become averse to commitment, to the pursuit of ideals and to acts of courage. We se'le for happiness by default.
Indeed, many of us have internalized the idea that feeling too
ardently about anything—including the merit of our existence—is
a waste of me in the sense that nothing we do makes much of a
diﬀerence. We are beyond grand ideals, grand passions, as well as
personal or poli cal acts of courage. 3
While accep ng Dr. Ru s’ view that happiness has to some extent been elevated to a broad cultural objec ve, it seems a superﬁcial phenomenon and not something that discourages the ‘call
of character’. I propose an alterna ve view. In spite of ‘happiness’ as a some me objec ve,
there is much evidence that individuals in contemporary culture and society have not given up
on higher calling. They are not primarily in pursuit of happiness for its own sake. The search for
authen city and commitment con nues unabated. While happiness centered self-help sec ons
do abound across media modali es, the cultural landscape is replete with examples of the very
opposite of self-centered engagement. Doing something meaningful, large or small, and feeling ardent and passionate about it seems primary. People reﬂect on the merit of their existence, ﬂeshing themselves out in the process. They believe quite rightly that what they do makes
a diﬀerence, if not to the world, at least to them. Many risk much, some mes everything, in
personal and poli cal acts of courage large and small. Occupy movements, Arab springs, grass
roots uprisings in Thailand, Ukraine, and Venezuela come to mind. Charitable groups and volunteer organiza ons that demand visceral commitment abound--Doctors without Borders and War
Child Interna onal are obvious examples among many such organiza ons. Individuals like Malala Yousafzai, Edward Snowden, and members of 'Pussy Riot' exemplify nothing if not personal
acts of courage.. These public, passionate organiza ons and individuals get headlines and worldwide support through tradi onal and social media. The mul tude of private personal examples
live unseen below the radar .
It is not to say all these causes are necessarily worthy or the people involved always altruisc. Some may be destruc vely mo vated or anarchis c in whole or part—but they are passionate and more than assemblies of the disenfranchised. These people have things to lose, somemes everything. In the more egregious examples they are shot in the head, doused in acid, and
incarcerated indeﬁnitely without process. Too many are dehumanized in various ways in the
pursuit of their ideals through acts of personal, moral and poli cal courage.
States of happiness, the pursuit of ideals character and authen city are centered in the subjecvity of our inner worlds. Someone at this scien ﬁc mee ng commented on their recent growing fascina on with the cosmos, the outer world writ large. Given the psychoanaly c context I
imagined this observa on stemming from a recogni on that outer reality in complexity and unknowability served as metaphor for the inner world. And vice versa; inner and outer each metaphorically the other.
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There's a delicious irony in the history of understanding of fundamental physics and the cosmos,
and our appercep on of it through metaphor. The paths relentlessly trod by cosmologists and
quantum theorists in their empirical examina on of the structure of reality have found it as full
of awe and mystery as the inner world. While Freud developed the 'science' of psychoanalysis,
physics in the 1920's was beginning to transform classical Newtonian understanding of the nature
of things. Physical reality at a fundamental level was proving to be dependent on observaon. Things in the ﬁnest detail were both there and not there, both on and oﬀ and poten ally everywhere in between. Reality in its ﬁnest detail seemed fundamentally uncertain and undeterminable. It may be crystallized by observa on. Freud struggled to create an empirical science in keeping
with the physical sciences of the me. As a result his mechanis c and hydraulic metaphors were
reﬂec ve of that technology. In its metaphorical expression of inner reality psychoanaly c thinking
since then seems to mirror the evolu on of our understanding of the quantum nature of the outer
world. Freud’s clock work hydraulics gives way to Kohut's disintegra on products and transmutaons. Field theory concep ons and the crea ve poten al of vacuum in physics is mirrored in inter
personal ﬁeld concepts and Brombergian no ons of the crea ve poten al of the space between
self-states. Perhaps the absence of a discrete independent objec ve reality makes the metaphorical more powerful--beyond 'almost is' toward 'is'.
There is a 1994 movie called Il Posno. 4 It’s about the seduc ve power of metaphor and the emergence of poetry in an unlikely man. The ac on takes place on a small Italian backwater island amid
the basic func ons of daily life and the more distant Chilean and Italian poli cs of the outer world.
The protagonist Mario is the son a ﬁsherman who comes to idealize and aspires to emulate Chilean
poet Pablo Neruda. Neruda, a father ﬁgure, is in poli cal exile. He awakens in Mario the desire to
be a poet, to express his inner world and win the heart of his beloved Beatrice. In the course of
their rela onship Mario discovers the power of metaphor, the feeling words evoke as they link to
sub symbolic and primary process within him. It transports him, and he pursues this unfolding selfactualiza on to its end. In a scene on a beach, struggling to understand, he touches the rock, gesculates at the waves, and feels the air on his face and the blueness of the sky. He wonders aloud if
all of it--the sea, the sky, the whole world, everything within him and outside him is a metaphor for
something beyond. I imagine it as a feeling we have all had at one me or another.
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Impressions of a day with Jessica Benjamin: “Mutuality and Intersubjecvity from Birth to Terminaon: Mothers, Babies and Analysts in the Light
of the Third” (January 25, 2014)
Dr. John Sloane, M.D.
Reading Jessica’s pre-circulated paper on “the Necessity of Acknowledging Failure”, the night before, I almost decided not to go to the conference. Too dense. Too abstract. Too soporiﬁc for me.
I could not connect, emo onally, with the author. Perhaps it was the mood I was in, or my own
failure to mentalize, but having paid for it, I went – and was very glad I did. Not only did the
breadth and depth of her personal experience come through, but the inclusive brilliance of her
thinking about mothers and infants, mutual recogni on, and the place of “the Third” all came
alive for me. So, too, for many in the audience whose animated ques ons and comments elicited
empathic, thoughVul and relevant responses from her. The whole experience, for me, felt like
part of a “rhythmic third”, in which we all came alive and were able to play with symmetrical,
asymmetrical paradox and evoca ve metaphor.
Toward the end of the day, her spontaneous descrip on of a diﬃcult clinical experience le, her
visibly vulnerable, and welling up with grief and regret that she had not been able to be what
one of her pa ents had needed. Her fallibility was palpable! That touched me and moved me to
thank her a,erward, in private, not only for leCng us in on what ma'ered so deeply to her, but
for her part in genera ng, or co-crea ng, a “Spirit” in the room. One that stayed with us, I think.
All-in-all, a remarkable day and a memorable atmosphere in which those who spoke, and those
who were merely silent witnesses,
were all part of what she calls a “moral
third”, or a “Big Third”. Bion called it
“O”. Something that surrounds mothers and infants, and from which we s ll
have a lot to learn! Two more such conferences are coming…
I was reminded of Jesus’ words, which I
took the liberty to paraphrase in a note
I sent her, a,erward; “Wherever two
or three are gathered together in
search of Truth, in the service of Life, a
they will ﬁnd a Way…
… toward That from whom healing and
wholeness proceed – whatever our
preferred terms of endearment.
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TICP Scienti3ic Meetings ~ Spring 2014
We welcome all Members and Guests of the Society (TSCP) and TICP candidates to par cipate in the
monthly Scien ﬁc Mee ngs. They are usually held on the 3rd Wednesday of each month from September un l May. There is no charge for members to a'end. To check your current membership status please contact Suzanne Pearen, info@ cp.on.ca
Mee ngs are held at the U of T Faculty Club, 41 Willcocks St., Toronto. The presenta on begins at
8:00 p.m. RSVPs are appreciated; please email us to request a copy of the reading.
In early 2014 we added a pre-meeng Dinner at the Faculty Club Pub before each presenta on. The
Dinner is a prix-ﬁxe menu for $25 for appe zer, entrée and dessert. Please join us for these collegial
occasions with fellow members, guests and the speaker. Dinner begins at 6:00 p.m. and registra on is
available online at www.cp.on.ca
UPCOMING SCIENTIFIC MEETINGS
April 9, 2014: Dr. Hilary Oﬀman, “The Princess and the Penis: A Post Post-Modern Queery-Tale”.
May 21, 2014: TBA
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